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Abstract Automatic synthesis from temporal logic specifications is an
attractive alternative to manual system design, due to its ability to gen-
erate correct-by-construction implementations from high-level specifica-
tions. Due to the high complexity of the synthesis problem, significant
research efforts have been directed at developing practically efficient ap-
proaches for restricted specification language fragments. In this paper
we focus on the Safety LTL fragment of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
syntactically extended with bounded temporal operators. We propose a
new synthesis approach with the primary motivation to solve efficiently
the synthesis problem for specifications with bounded temporal opera-
tors, in particular those with large bounds. The experimental evaluation
of our method shows that for this type of specifications it outperforms
state-of-art synthesis tools, demonstrating that it is a promising approach
to efficiently treating quantitative timing constraints in safety specifica-
tions.

1 Introduction

Reactive synthesis [8] has the goal of automatically generating an implementa-
tion from a formal specification that describes the desired behavior of a reactive
system. The system requirements are typically specified using temporal logics
such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). Temporal logics are expressive, high-level
specification languages capable of describing rich properties, such as, for exam-
ple, robotic missions [16]. Specifications of reactive systems often include require-
ments of the form “something good eventually happens”. These can be expressed
in LTL via the temporal operators U (“until”) and (“eventually”). “Eventu-
ally” is an abstraction for the existence of some unknown time point in the future
of a system execution when some property holds true. While this abstraction is
useful for avoiding over-specification, there are many situations in which there are
practical bounds on the time within which a requirement must be met. In such
cases, it is vital that the synthesis procedure checks if the timing requirements
are realizable, and synthesizes an implementation that adheres to these bounds.

As a simple example, consider a specification of the desired behavior of a
controller for the front door of an office building. Our specification states that the
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door must always be locked at night, and unlocked otherwise. It also stipulates
that in the event of a fire the door should eventually open. Formulated like
this, the specification is realizable. However, in case of a fire during night the
synthesized implementation will only open the door at the start of the day.
Clearly, this is not the behavior we intended! We can specify the actual desired
behavior in LTL by using the temporal operator (“next”), which allows us
to state that a property should hold at the next time step. However, we would
need to use nested operators in order to express the required time bounds.
This can quickly become inconvenient, especially if we need to specify various
different time bounds, some of them large. This modeling inconvenience and the
increase of specification size are easily avoided by adding bounded versions of
the temporal operators as syntactic sugar, without increasing expressiveness.

Due to their practical significance, fragments of LTL in which the formu-
las (in negation normal form) include only bounded versions of the U and
operators have attracted considerable attention. The most prominent such frag-
ment is Safety LTL the until-free fragment of LTL in negated normal form.
Since Safety LTL is a syntactic fragment of LTL, it can express bounded live-
ness properties only via nested next operators. Another notable example is the
logic Extended Bounded Response LTL (LTLEBR) [9], which is a fragment of
LTL that includes bounded temporal operators as well as unbounded universal
temporal operators (i.e., “globally” and “release”). While every LTLEBR formula
can be expressed in Safety LTL, one significant advantage of LTLEBR is that
the bounds of the temporal operators are represented in binary, which allows for
exponentially more succinct formulas. However, in the course of the synthesis
procedure presented in [9] these bounds are expanded into nested “next” opera-
tors. Keeping bounds symbolic is identified in [9] as an interesting direction for
future developments. Indeed, in many practically relevant cases large bounds are
unavoidable due to requirements on the same system across different time-scales.

In this paper we address this challenge by proposing a synthesis procedure
for an extension of Safety LTL with bounded operators. We develop dedicated
techniques for handling the temporal bounds symbolically and efficiently.

Contribution. We propose a synthesis method for specifications expressed in a
fragment of LTL which is a syntactic extension of Safety LTL with bounded tem-
poral operators. The distinguishing characteristic of our method is a reduction
to a dedicated game model, called countdown-timer games in which the tempo-
ral operators’ bounds are treated symbolically via the introduction of timers.
Further features of the translation are techniques for on-the-fly pruning of edges
in the constructed game and reduction of the number of introduced timers. We
present an abstraction-based method for solving the resulting games. We have
developed a prototype implementation of our approach, and the experimental
evaluation demonstrates that it is indeed capable of handling efficiently safety
specifications with large bounds. We demonstrate that on a set of benchmarks
featuring bounded temporal operators with large bounds, our technique outper-
forms state-of-the-art tools for LTLEBR and LTL synthesis.
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Related Work. The synthesis problem for Safety LTL has attracted significant
interest due to its algorithmic simplicity compared to general LTL synthesis [25].
For instance, the symbolic approach presented in [25] is shown to outperform
the state-of-the-art LTL synthesis tools at the time. For LTLEBR, [9] proposes a
synthesis algorithm based on a fully symbolic translation to deterministic safety
automata. A key difference between our approach and the above techniques
is that our countdown-timer game construction does not expand upfront the
bounded temporal operators, but treats them symbolically instead. Furthermore,
the authors of [25] point out that for large Safety LTL formulas the construction
of the deterministic safety automaton presents a performance bottleneck. Our
safety game constriction makes use of pruning in order to alleviate this problem
by eliminating on-the-fly parts of the game graph that need not be explored.

Parameterized temporal logics, such as PLTL [1] enable the specification of
parametric lower and upper bounds on the satisfaction time of the “globally”
operator and the wait time of “eventually”. In the logic prompt-LTL [17], only
eventualities are parameterized by upper bounds. The bounds of the temporal
operators in these logics are unknown parameters, while in the case that we
consider, the bounds are given integer constants. The goal of our work is to
develop a synthesis method that treats constant bounds efficiently.

In the real-time setting, temporal logics that allow for limiting the time scope
of temporal operators have been extensively studied. Notable logics are Metric
Temporal Logic (MTL) [15], and its fragment Metric Interval Temporal Logic
(MITL) [2]. Compared to the untimed setting, synthesis from real-time logic
specifications poses additional challenges. Controller synthesis is undecidable for
MTL [4], for MITL [5,11], and even for the safety fragment of MTL [5]. Decidabil-
ity is regained by fixing the resources (clocks and guards) of the controller [5,12].
The key challenge stems from the fact that synthesis requires deterministic au-
tomata, and it is not generally possible to construct deterministic timed au-
tomata for MITL. To circumvent this problem, the assumption of bounded vari-
ability is commonly made. Under this assumption, [20] proposes a synthesis algo-
rithm for bounded response properties, and a translation from MTL to determin-
istic timed automata is presented in [23]. With respect to tool support, sound
but incomplete synthesis methods for fragments of MTL have been proposed
in [6] and [18], and implemented in toolchains that employ Uppaal-Tiga [3]
for timed games solving. A tool for MTL controller synthesis via translation to
alternating timed automata was presented in [14]. In the case when the real-time
synthesis problem is given as a timed game and the specification is a state-based
winning condition, the problem of computing a control strategy is decidable [21].
Efficient on-the-fly algorithms for timed games have been developed [7], and suc-
cessfully implemented in Uppaal-Tiga [3] and Uppaal-Stratego [10].Since
we are interested in discrete-time systems, we circumvent the additional chal-
lenges present in the dense-time setting by remaining the realm of discrete time
and focusing on efficiently treating quantitative timing constraints there.
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2 Preliminaries

Reactive Synthesis Let I be a finite set of uncontrollable environment input
Boolean propositions and O be a finite set of controllable output Boolean propo-
sitions. A reactive system is a tuple (C, c0, γ) where C is a set of control states,
c0 ∈ C the initial control state, and γ : C × 2I → C × 2O is the transition
function. A specification is a language L ⊆

(
2I∪O)ω of infinite words over I ∪O.

A system (C, c0, γ) realizes a specification L if for all infinite sequences of
environment inputs i ∈

(
2I
)ω it yields an output sequence o ∈

(
2O
)ω defined

by (ct+1, ot) = γ(ct, it) for t ∈ N, such that i ∪ o ∈ L. Reactive synthesis is the
problem of finding a realizing implementation for a given specification.
Safety LTL with Bounded Liveness Operators We consider specifications
expressed using temporal logic, more concretely, in a fragment of LTL [24], which
we denote by SafeLTLB . The fragment SafeLTLB is a syntactic extension of
Safety LTL [25] and defined by the following grammar:

ϕ,ψ := ap | ¬ap | ϕ ∧ ψ | ϕ ∨ ψ | [n]ϕ | [n]ϕ | ϕW[n]ψ | ϕW ψ

for ap ∈ I ∪O and n ∈ N. SafeLTLB extends Safety LTL by bounded operators
with bounds encoded in binary. While all bounded operators have equivalent
Safety LTL formulas (e.g. [n]ϕ ≡

∨
i∈{0...n}

i ϕ) these have exponentially
larger encoding. The constants > (true), ⊥ (false), the “globally” operator and
“bounded until” U [n] can be derived as > := a∨¬a, ⊥ := a∧¬a, ϕ := ϕW⊥,
[n]ϕ := ϕW[n]⊥, and ϕU [n]ψ := (ϕW[n]ψ) ∧ [n]ψ, respectively.

The satisfaction of a formula Φ ∈ SafeLTLB by infinite word w = w0w1 . . . ∈(
2I∪O)ω at time point k ∈ N is denoted as w �k Φ and is defined follows:

w �k a :⇔ a ∈ wk w �k ¬a :⇔ a 6∈ wk

w �k ϕ ∧ ψ :⇔ (w �k ϕ) ∧ (w �k ψ) w �k ϕ ∨ ψ :⇔ (w �k ϕ) ∨ (w �k ψ)
w �k [n]ϕ :⇔ ∃i ≤ n. w �k+i ϕ w �k [n]ϕ :⇔ w �k+n ϕ

w �k ϕW[n]ψ :⇔ (∀i ≤ n.w �k+i ϕ) ∨ (∃j ≤ n.w �k+j ψ ∧ ∀i < j.w �k+i ϕ)
w �k ϕW ψ :⇔ (∀i.w �k+i ϕ) ∨ (∃j.w �k+j ψ ∧ ∀i < j.w �k+i ϕ).

The language of Φ ∈ SafeLTLB is defined as L(Φ) := {w ∈
(
2I∪O)ω | w �0 Φ}.

Two-Player Safety Games The synthesis problem for temporal logic specifi-
cations can be solved by translating the specification into a two-player game be-
tween the system and the environment, and then solving the game to determine
the winning player. If the system wins, an implementation can be extracted.

A game structure is a tuple G = (S, S0, I,O, ρ), where S is a set of states,
S0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states, I and O are sets of propositions as defined
earlier, and ρ : S × 2I × 2O → S is a transition function. A game on G is played
by two players, the system and the environment. In a given state s ∈ S, the
environment chooses some input i ⊆ I, then the system chooses some output
o ⊆ O, and these choices determine the next state s′ := ρ(s, i, o). The game then
continues from s′. The resulting infinite sequence π = s0, s1, s2, . . . of states is
called a play. Formally, a play is a sequence π = s0, s1, s2, . . . ∈ Sω such that
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s0 ∈ S0 and for every t ∈ N, st+1 = ρ(st, i, o). A system strategy is a function
σ : S+ × 2I → 2O. An environment strategy is a function π : S+ → 2I . Given
a state s ∈ S, a system strategy σ and an environment strategy π, we denote
with Outcome(s, π, σ) the unique play s0, s1, s2, . . . such that s0 = s, and for all
k ∈ N, sk+1 = ρ(sk, ik, σ((s0, s1 . . . , sk), ik)), where ik = π((s0, s1 . . . , sk)).

A safety game is a tuple (G,UNSAFE ) where UNSAFE ⊆ S are unsafe
states. The system wins the safety game if it has a strategy σ such that for all
environment strategies π, s0 ∈ S0, k ∈ N, it holds that Outcome(s0, π, σ)k 6∈
UNSAFE . Such strategy is called a winning strategy for the system. Intuitively,
the system has to avoid the unsafe states no matter what the environment does.
The environment wins if it can enforce a visit to UNSAFE , i.e., when there exist
environment strategy π and s0 ∈ S0 such that for every system strategy σ there
exists k ∈ N such that Outcome(s0, π, σ)k ∈ UNSAFE .

3 SafeLTLB Synthesis with Countdown-Timer Games

SafeLTLB Synthesis We consider the realizability and synthesis problems for
the fragment SafeLTLB . We focus on the challenge of handling efficiently specifi-
cations with large bounds in the bounded temporal operators, and propose a new
synthesis method towards achieving this goal. The proposed approach proceeds
in two stages. In the first stage, the given SafeLTLB formula is transformed into
a kind of safety game, in which bounds are treated symbolically. We term these
games countdown-timer games, introduced later in this section. The second stage
of our synthesis algorithm is the solving of the generated countdown-timer game
in order to determine the winning player and answer the realizability question.
We propose in Section 5 a method that employs symbolic representation and
approximations in order to efficiently solve such games in practice.
Countdown-Timer Games Intuitively, countdown-timer games are like safety
games but with additional countdown-timers. Countdown-timers are discrete
timers that always start with an assigned duration and are decremented by
one with every transition in the game. Once a timer reaches zero it times out,
and the transition relation of the countdown-timer game may depend on this
information for determining the successor state. A countdown-timer can be reset
to the duration associated with it. In addition, countdown-timers with the same
duration can swap their values, which we will later use when generating timer-
games to avoid unnecessary blowup in the number of timers.

Definition 1 (Countdown-Timer Games). A countdown-timer game struc-
ture is a tuple GT = (T , d, L, L0, I,O, δ) where T is a finite set of countdown
timers, d : T → N associates a duration with each timer, L is a finite set of
game locations, L0 ⊆ L is the set of initial locations, I, O are finite sets of
uncontrollable environment input propositions and controllable system proposi-
tions, respectively, and δ : L× 2I × 2O × 2T → L× E is the transition relation.
E := T → (T ∪ {RESET}) is the set of effects where for all e ∈ E:
1. for all t ∈ T either e(t) = RESET , or e(t) ∈ T and d(e(t)) = d(t) and,
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2. for t1, t2 ∈ T with t1 6= t2 we have e(t1) 6= e(t2) or e(t1) = e(t2) = RESET .
A countdown-timer game is a pair (GT ,UNSAFEL) where UNSAFEL ⊆ L is a
set of unsafe locations.

The effects E capture the resets and remapping of timers that can occur upon
transitions. Condition (1) states that each timer is either reset or remapped to
a timer with the same duration. Condition (2) requires the remapping to be
injective, i.e. no two timers are mapped to the same timer. When timers are not
reset and not remapped to other timers, they are simply mapped to themselves.

The semantics of a countdown-timer game is the safety game generated by
explicitly expanding the possible valuations of the timers. Intuitively, each state
of the game structure is a pair s = (l, v) of a location l ∈ L and a timer
valuation v. Initially, each timer t is set to its associated duration d(t). The
transition relation updates the values of the timers by first decrementing them
and then applying the effect e of the corresponding transition in GT . The relevant
transition in GT is determined by the location l, the input and output sets i and
o, and the set of timers whose value has become 0 after the decrementation.

Definition 2 (Countdown-Timer Games Semantics). In the context of
Definition 1, let V := {v : T → N | ∀t ∈ T . v(t) ≤ d(t)} be the space of all
possible timer valuations. Let G = (L × V, L0 × {λt.d(t)}, I,O, ρ) be a game
structure where ρ((l, v), i, o) := trans(l, step(v), i, o) with

step(v) := λt.max{0, v(t)− 1}

trans(l, v, i, o) :=


(
l′, λt.

{
v(e(t)) if e(t) ∈ T
d(t) if e(t) = RESET

)
,

where (l′, e) := δ(l, i, o, {t ∈ T | v(t) = 0}).

The semantics of the countdown-timer game (GT ,UNSAFEL) is the safety game
(G,UNSAFEL ×V). The system (environment) wins the countdown-timer game
if and only if it wins the safety game representing its semantics.

4 Countdown-Timer Game Construction

We now present the first phase of our synthesis algorithm, namely the translation
of a SafeLTLB formula to a countdown-timer game. Our construction is based on
expansion rules. For example, the formula [50]a is equivalent to a∨ [49]a. If
a is true, then the whole formula is true. Otherwise, in the next step [49]a has
to hold. Interpreted as a state of a safety game, [50]a has a transition to > on
a = > and to [49]a on a = ⊥. This can be repeated on [49]a and so on. Once
we reach [0]a we expand it to a ∨ ⊥, and hence, a = ⊥ leads to ⊥ which is
the unsafe state. This construction works for safety formulas, as rejection can be
decided with a finite prefix. As we show later, generating a game structure in this
way has the advantage that it can be pruned using information from the formula.

However, this explicit expansion yields a sequence of formulas that is linear
in the bound, and hence, exponential in the description of the formula. Instead
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of explicit bounds, we use countdown-timers representing multiple values. In the
above example, we do not generate all the expansions [50]a, …, [0]a, but
instead a timer t with duration 51 to represent all expansions from 50 to 0 in
the single location a ∨ [t]a. If t times out, [t] has reached the end of the
expansion and is transformed to ⊥. Hence, instead of having [50]a, …, [0]a,
> and ⊥ as states of a safety game we only have locations a ∨ [t]a, > and ⊥
in a countdown-timer game. We now describe this construction formally.

4.1 Construction of a Countdown-Timer Game from SafeLTLB

The locations of the generated countdown-timer games are SafeLTLB formulas
with, additionally, timers as bounds of the temporal operators. We denote the
set of these formulas as SafeLTLt

B . Given a set of timers T , the grammar of
SafeLTLt

B is the grammar of SafeLTLB but in [n], [n], and W[n] we have
n ∈ N∪T . For ϕ ∈ SafeLTLt

B , Timers(ϕ) ⊆ T denotes all timers appearing in ϕ.
Game Structure Let Φ be a SafeLTLB formula over input propositions I
and output propositions O. We construct a countdown-timer game structure
(T , d, L, L0, I,O, δ) as follows. The set of timers

T := {tdi | [d], [d− 1], or W[d− 1] occurs in Φ, 0 ≤ i ≤ d}

consists of timers tdi with index i and durations d(tdi ) := d for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. The
duration of a timer determines the bounds of the temporal operators in Φ for
which it can be used, and the indices are used for distinguishing multiple timers
of the same duration (introduced at different points of the expansion).

Let L := PositiveBooleanCombinations(cl(Φ)) (i.e., built from cl(Φ) using
∧,∨) be the set of locations, where cl is the closure operator defined as:

cl(l) := {l,>,⊥} l ∈ {ap,¬ap}
cl(ϕ o ψ) := cl(ϕ) ∪ cl(ψ) o ∈ {∧,∨}
cl( [n]ϕ) := cl(ϕ) ∪ { [tni ]ϕ | 0 ≤ i ≤ n}
cl( [n]ϕ) := cl(ϕ) ∪ { [tn+1

i ]ϕ | 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1}
cl(ϕW[n]ψ) := cl(ϕ) ∪ cl(ψ) ∪ {ϕW[tn+1

i ]ψ | 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1}
cl(ϕW ψ) := cl(ϕ) ∪ cl(ψ) ∪ {ϕW ψ}.

Intuitively, the closure contains all possible temporal-operator sub-formulas and
literals that can appear during expansion. The locations L then represent the
expanded formulas, which, intuitively, correspond to the current obligations of
the system. Thus, the initial location will correspond to obligation Φ. Note that
L ⊆ SafeLTLt

B . We apply simplifications to the generated formulas to ensure
that L is finite. Since by definition cl(Φ) is finite, we can ensure that |L| ≤ 2|cl(Φ)|.

In the construction of the initial location and the transition function we
use two helper functions, introExp : SafeLTLt

B → SafeLTLt
B , which performs

expansion and introduces new timers, and opt : SafeLTLt
B → L, which performs

simplifications that ensure that L is finite. We let L0 := {opt(introExp(Φ))} and

δ(ϕ, i, o, T ) := (opt(introExp(ψ)), e) where (e, ψ) := squeeze(to(T, tree(ϕ, i, o))).
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Here, we use the additional functions tree : SafeLTLt
B × 2I × 2O → SafeLTLt

B ,
which performs the input and outputs choices, to : 2T ×SafeLTLt

B → SafeLTLt
B ,

which handles time-outs, and squeeze : SafeLTLt
B → E×SafeLTLt

B , which deter-
mines remapping and reset of timers. Below, we describe these functions in detail.

Remark: Note that for [b] we use timers of duration b, while for [b] and
W[b] we use timers of duration b+1. The reason for this is that for the latter we
consider the last step as part of the timing as this simplifies the game structure.

Before describing the functions, we illustrate them on a simple example.

Example 1. Let I = {r}, O = {g}, and consider the SafeLTLB formula Φ =
( [100]¬g) ∧ [10](r → [100]g). Φ states that the system should not give a
grant during the first 100 steps, and, if at step 10 there is a request, then a grant
should be given within the following 100 steps. We show how to construct the
initial location and some of the transitions in a countdown-timer game for Φ.
Initial state ϕ0 = opt(introExp(Φ))

The initial state is computed from Φ by expanding the formula and introduc-
ing any necessary timers. This is done by the function introExp. The subformula
[100]¬g expands to ¬g ∧ [t1010 ]¬g , reflecting the semantics of the operator
[100]. This introduces the timer t1010 with duration 101 and index 0. The sub-

formula [10](r → [100]g) expands to [t100 ](r → [100]g), which introduces
the timer t100 for [10]. The durations 101 and 10 of the timers correspond to
the respective bounds in [100] and [10], and the index 0 is the smallest index
of a currently unused timer of the respective duration. No timer is introduced
at this step for [100] as it is guarded by a operator. Thus, the initial state
is the expanded formula ϕ0 = ¬g ∧ ( [t1010 ]¬g) ∧ [t100 ](r → [100]g).
Determining transition δ(ϕ0, ∅, {g}, ∅) = (ϕ1, e1)

We apply tree(ϕ0, ∅, {g}) which computes the effect of the input ∅ and output
{g} on the formula in the current step, and thus substitutes g with > in ϕ0. This
results in tree(ϕ0, ∅, {g}) = ⊥, meaning that this transition leads to location ⊥.
Determining transition δ(ϕ0, ∅, ∅, {t100 }) = (ϕ2, e2)

Again, we first compute tree(ϕ0, ∅, ∅) = ( [t1010 ]¬g) ∧ [t100 ](r → [100]g),
which now substitutes ⊥ for g. To the result we apply the function to that
handles time-outs, here {t100 }, which means that the timer t100 times out at the
current step. As a result, the subformula [t100 ](r → [100]g) is replaced by
r → [100]g , meaning that the formula r → [100]g becomes part of the
obligation at the next step, since the timer t100 has run out. Thus, we obtain
to({t100 }, ( [t1010 ]¬g)∧ [t100 ](r → [100]g)) = ( [t1010 ]¬g)∧(r → [100]g). After
that, we apply function squeeze that takes care of timers that might have become
unused upon time-out. This is reflected in the effect e2 that resets all timers that
do not appear in the current formula. Thus, in e2 the timer t100 that just timed
out is mapped to RESET , and the timer t1010 that is still present is mapped to
itself. The final step is to apply function introExp that performs expansion on
the current formula and introduces any new timers that might be needed. The
subformula [t1010 ]¬g expands to ¬g ∧ [t1010 ]¬g . The subformula r → [100]g
expands to r → (g ∨ [t1011 ]g), which introduces the timer t1011 for [100]. Note
that since the formula already contains the timer t1010 of duration 101, the newly
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introduced timer t1011 has index 1. The functions to and squeeze ensure that the
order between the indices of timers of the same duration represents the order in
which these timers will time out. After computing introExp(( [t1010 ]¬g) ∧ (r →
[100]g)) we obtain ϕ2 = ¬g ∧ ( [t1010 ]¬g) ∧ (r → (g ∨ [t1011 ]g)).

Construction We construct the sets of locations, timers, and transitions, by
exploring the reachable parts of L from L0. We describe several pruning mech-
anisms that we use in order to maintain the set of reachable locations small.
Construction Invariants. To ensure correctness and keep the game generation
efficient, we maintain the following invariants for each reachable location:
1. For every reachable location ϕ we have (1.a) all literals and bounded opera-

tors not guarded by a “next” operator appear on the Boolean top-level, and
(1.b) all bounded operators at the top-level are instantiated with a timer.

2. For every duration d, the values of the timers are ordered by index, i.e. td0 <
td1 < . . . tdj = . . . tdd = d. The order is strict for timers whose value is not d.

3. In location ϕ, for any d and i > 0, if tdi ∈ Timers(ϕ), then tdi−1 ∈ Timers(ϕ).
Invariant (1) is needed for correctness, and for ensuring that all literals that

are relevant in the current step are considered, and that all relevant bounded op-
erators are tracked by timers. Invariant (2) ensures that we never need more than
the available d timers. This holds since the timers are strictly ordered when run-
ning, and once we would introduce tdd+1, td0 would have timed out. Furthermore,
ordering the timers reduces the possible combinations of time-outs. Invariant (3)
prevents having unused timers that are between used ones according to the above
order, thus reducing the possible combinations of equivalent locations.
Function tree: Selection of Inputs and Outputs. The function tree(ϕ, i, o) com-
putes the effect of the input i and output o on the formula in the current step.
With invariant (1) it suffices to consider literals on the Boolean top-level, i.e.
literals that are not sub-formulas of a temporal operator. When assigning the
literals in ϕ according to i and o, we prune and select some “obvious choices”
which can immediately be decided, using the fact that we are generating a game.
This pruning is an important part of our approach, as in practice it can prune a
significant portion of the possible locations. Function tree applies recursively a
set of rules. We now describe these rules in the order in which they are applied
in each recursion step. Figure 1 provides a formal description.
1. With top-level disjunct c that is output literal, the system wins by making

the formula >. The opposite choice for the system can be safely pruned.
2. With top-level conjunct u that is input literal, the environment wins by

making the formula ⊥. The opposite choice can be safely pruned.
3. If an output proposition appears either with only positive or with only neg-

ative polarity, it suffices for the system to pick the literal with the respective
polarity, as for the other choice the generated formula is subsumed.

4. If an input proposition appears either with only positive polarity or only neg-
ative polarity, it suffices to consider the case where the environment picks the
negated literal, as this case is strictly more difficult to realize (i.e. one formula
implies the other) and every strategy for this case works also for the other.
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tree(c ∨ ψ, i, o) := Jc ∈ oK (1)
tree(u ∧ ψ, i, o) := ⊥ (2)

tree(ψ, i, o) :=

{
tree(ψ[c/>]T ) if c ∈ o

⊥ if c 6∈ o
c ∈ ActL(ψ),¬c 6∈ ActL(ψ) (3)

tree(ψ, i, o) := tree(ψ[u/⊥]T ) u ∈ ActL(ψ),¬u 6∈ ActL(ψ) (4)
tree(ψ, i, o) := ψ[u/Ju ∈ iK]T u,¬u ∈ ActL(ψ) (5)
tree(ψ, i, o) := ψ[c/Jc ∈ oK]T c,¬c ∈ ActL(ψ) (6)

Figure 1: Let u ∈ I and c ∈ O. For simplicity of the presentation we leave out
the commutative and associative cases and negative literals. ActL(ψ) denotes
the set of literals appearing in the Boolean top-level of ψ. The formula ψ[ap/v]T
is obtained from ψ by replacing ap by v ∈ {>,⊥} for all occurrences of ap at
the Boolean top-level, but only there. After each replacement we simplify the
formula by doing constant folding. Jx ∈ XK is > if x ∈ X and ⊥ if x 6∈ X.

5. If no “early decision” or “worst case-decision” can be made, we apply the
environment choice, as the environment moves first in the game.

6. If no environment choices are left, we generate the branching for the system.
Function to: Handling Time-out. A consequence of invariant (2) is that only
timers with index 0, i.e., of the form td0, can time out since the timers are ordered.
In addition, timers that do not appear inside a formula should not time out (this
is enforced by squeeze) as we show later. Note that this does not apply to timers
with duration 1 as these time out immediately. We direct impossible time-outs to
> since they do not occur. Hence, to(T, ϕ) := > if for some tdi ∈ T we have that
i 6= 0, or d > 1 and tdi 6∈ Timers(ϕ). Otherwise, to(T, ϕ) is defined by applying
the following transformations on all subformulas of ϕ and timing out timers
t ∈ T : We transform [t]ψ  ⊥, [t]ψ  ψ, and φW[t]ψ  >. After applying
to we do constant folding as parts of the formula may become irrelevant.
Function squeeze: Determining remapping and reset of timers. When applying
the functions tree and to some timers might become unused. Hence, we have to
ensure that invariant (3) holds and, as stated in the previous paragraph, reset
all timers that do not appear in the formula. We define squeeze(ϕ) := (e, ψ) as
follows: For each duration d, let tdij ∈ Timers(ϕ) with indices i0 < i1 < i2 < . . .

be the remaining timers with sorted indices ij . Then set e(tdj ) := tdij if ij exists
and e(tdj ) := RESET otherwise. ψ is obtained by replacing the timers tdij by tdj .
Function introExp: Expansion and Timer Introduction. The function introExp
performs the formula expansion and introduces new timers if necessary. The
expansion guarantees that invariant (1) holds afterwards. When introducing
new timers, invariant (2) and invariant (3) have also to be maintained. This
is achieved by assigning for each bound b with associated duration d, the timer
with the next unused index, i.e. tdj 6∈ Timers(ϕ) where td0, . . . , t0j−1 ∈ Timers(ϕ).
Let I(d) := max{i | tdi ∈ Timers(ϕ)}+ 1 be the next unused index. In addition,
as timers tdi with i > d do not exist by invariant (2), expansions generating
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them are redirected to >. Hence, we define introExp(ϕ) := rd(iE I(ϕ)) where
rd(ϕ) := > if for some i > d we have tdi ∈ Timers(ϕ), and rd(ϕ) = ϕ otherwise.
The function iE I performing the expansion is defined by

iE I(l) := l iE I(ϕ o ψ) := iE I(ϕ) o iE I(ψ)
iE I( [n]ϕ) := iE I(ϕ) ∨ [tn+1

I(n+1)]ϕ iE I( [t]ϕ) := iE I(ϕ) ∨ [t]ϕ

iE I( [n]ϕ) := [tnI(n)]ϕ iE I( [t]ϕ) := [t]ϕ

iE I(ϕW[n]ψ) := iE I(ψ) ∨ iE I(ϕ)∧ iE I(ϕW[t]ψ) := iE I(ψ) ∨ iE I(ϕ)
(ϕW[tn+1

I(n+1)]ψ) ∧(ϕW[t]ψ)

iE I(ϕW ψ) := iE I(ψ) ∨ iE I(ϕ) ∧ (ϕW ψ)

where l ∈ {ap,¬ap}, o ∈ {∧,∨}, n ∈ N and t ∈ T .
Function opt : Formula Simplification. The function opt ensures that the con-
structed set of locations L is finite, by simplifying the formulas in order to avoid
introducing infinitely many logically equivalent formulas. Since we must main-
tain the invariants, the simplification does not guarantee uniqueness modulo
equivalence. Nevertheless, it ensures finiteness of L and performs optimizations.
Definition of UNSAFE and Correctness To complete the construction of
the countdown-timer game, we define the set of unsafe locations as UNSAFEL =
{⊥}. The proof of the correctness theorem below is given in the full version [13].

Theorem 1. Let Φ ∈ SafeLTLB and G be the countdown-timer game structure
constructed from Φ as described above. Then there exists a system realizing L(Φ)
if and only if the system wins in the countdown-timer game (G,UNSAFEL).

We augment the construction with several extensions to improve its efficiency
and expand its scope. For instance, we combine explicit expansion with timer-
based implicit expansion, which allows us to handle directly operators like single

. We also use approximation to handle simple assumptions of the form ψ
where ψ is fully bounded, i.e., without W. Details can be found in the full
version [13].

5 Solving Countdown-Timer Games

We now describe the second phase of our synthesis algorithm, namely the solv-
ing of the countdown-timer game generated from the SafeLTLB specification.
In a countdown-timer game, the durations of the timers, which correspond to
the bounds of the temporal operators in the specification, are encoded in binary.
Hence, the set V of timer valuations and thus also the safety game defined in
Section 3 grow exponentially in the size of the countdown-timer game. Since our
goal is to efficiently solve countdown-timer games with large durations, explic-
itly constructing and solving the semantic safety game is not desired. We note,
however, that in the worst case it is not possible to avoid this blowup. This is
stated in the next theorem, the proof of which is given in the full version [13].
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Theorem 2. Solving countdown-timer games is EXPTIME-complete.

This means that solving countdown-timer games efficiently requires an ap-
proach that manipulates sets of timer valuations symbolically, in order to avoid,
if possible, explicit enumeration. We propose a symbolic algorithm for solving
countdown-timer games that additionally employs an iteratively refined approx-
imation. The method is applicable to generic symbolic representations of the set
of timer valuations. We present an instantiation of the method with a represen-
tation composed of intervals of timer values and partial orders on timers.
Symbolic Game Solving The standard way to solve a safety game is to com-
pute the set of states from which the environment can enforce reaching an unsafe
state, and check if it intersects with the set of initial states. If this is the case,
then the environment wins the game, and otherwise the system wins.

For a game (G,UNSAFE ) with G = (S, S0, I,O, ρ), the set of states from
which the environment can enforce reaching UNSAFE is called environment
attractor and is defined as AttrEG(UNSAFE ) = {s ∈ S | ∃π : env. strategy.∀σ :
sys. strategy.∃k ∈ N. Outcome(s, π, σ)k ∈ UNSAFE}. The environment wins the
safety game if and only if AttrEG(UNSAFE ) ∩ S0 6= ∅.

We solve the countdown-timer game by computing a symbolic representation
of the attractor of the environment player to the unsafe locations. We assume
a symbolic representation Rep of the space of timer valuations 2V . For each
R ∈ Rep we denote with JRK ⊆ V the subset of V represented by R. We represent
subsets of the state space L×V of the semantic safety game using functions from
L→ Rep where U ∈ (L→ Rep) represents {(l, v) | v ∈ JU(l)K}.

The symbolic enforceable predecessor for the environment CPreE symb : (L→
Rep) → (L→ Rep) is defined as follows. For U ∈ (L→ Rep), we let

CPreE symb(U) := λl.
⋃
i⊆I

⋂
o⊆O

⋃
T⊆T

symTrans(δ(l, i, o, T ), T, U), where

symTrans((l′, e), T, U) := inc(effTO(T, remap(e, effReset(e, U(l′)))))

is the symbolic backward application of transition δ(l, i, o, T ) to the target set
JU(l′)K. The operations that symTrans requires, from last to first, are as follows.

– inc : Rep → Rep performs the backward increment of the timers, formally,
Jinc(R)K = {λt. v(t) + 1 ∈ V | v ∈ JRK}.

– effTO : 2T × Rep → Rep models the effect of time-outs: JeffTO(T,R)K =
{v ∈ JRK | ∀t ∈ T .(t ∈ T → v(t) = 0) ∧ (t 6∈ T → v(t) ∈ [1, d(t)])}.

– remap : E × Rep → Rep models the effect of remapping: Jremap(e,R)K =
{v ∈ V | ∃v′ ∈ JRK.∀t ∈ T s.t. e−1(t) is defined. v(t) = v′(e−1(t))}.

– effReset : E×Rep → Rep models the effect of timer resets: JeffReset(e,R)K =
{v ∈ JRK | ∀t ∈ T .e(t) = RESET → v(t) = d(t)}. Note that e−1(t), the
timer mapped to t by effect e is unique, since the effect is injective for values
different from RESET , and can thus be inverted if defined.

We also require that we can preform set operations ∪, ∩, and equality checking
between elements of Rep, in order to perform the computation.
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We employ the symbolic enforceable predecessor operator CPreE symb to com-
pute a symbolic representation of the environment attractor AttrE symb as fol-
lows. We set AttrE 0

symb := (λl. if l ∈ UNSAFEL then V esle ∅), and then for
n ∈ N we let AttrEn+1

symb := AttrEn
symb ∪ CPreE symb(AttrE

n
symb).

Proposition 1. If (GT ,UNSAFEL) is a countdown-timer game with GT =
(T , d, L, L0, I,O, δ) and the safety game (G,UNSAFEL × V) with G = (L ×
V, L0 × {λt.d(t)}, I,O, ρ) is its semantics, then for the symbolic attractor com-
puted above it holds JAttrE symb(l)K = {v ∈ V | (l, v) ∈ AttrEG} for every l ∈ L.

Approximation of Timer Valuations As the symbolically represented state-
space described above might still lead to exploring a large number of sets, we
perform an over- and under-approximation of the attractor of explored states.

We use a threshold k ∈ N to control the precision of the abstraction. In-
tuitively, when approximating for t ∈ T we would like to treat exactly timer
values at the “border”, i.e. timer values in [0, k] and [d(t) − k, d(t)], since these
matter for timeouts and resets. Our approximations over : Rep → Rep and
under : Rep → Rep treat the intermediate values [k, d(t)− k] like a single value-
block. The over-approximation over(R) adds all intermediate values if one value
from R is inside [k, d(t)− k] and the under-approximation under(R) removes all
intermediate values if one value from R is not inside. Formally:

approxk(t, I) := (I ∩ [k, d(t)− k] 6= ∅) ∧ ([k, d(t)− k] 6⊆ I)

Jover(R)K :=

{
λt.

{
v(t) ∪ [k, d(t)− k] if approxk(t, v(t))

v(t) otherwise

∣∣∣∣ v ∈ JRK

}

Junder(R)K :=

{
λt.

{
v(t) \ [k, d(t)− k] if approxk(t, v(t))

v(t) otherwise

∣∣∣∣ v ∈ JRK

}
The attractor computation is now done as follows: We start with k := 1. For

the current k we compute the environment attractor once using under- and
once using over-approximation at each symbolic state in the computation. If the
environment wins in the under-approximation, it wins the concrete game. If the
system wins in the over-approximation, it wins the concrete game. If neither
holds, we set k := 2 · k and repeat. This always terminates since for k > d(t)/2
the approximations become exact, and hence, one player wins for sure.

Example 2. Consider a countdown-timer game, some transitions of which are
depicted in Fig. 2a. From the depicted transitions, only the transition from l2 to

l0 l1 l2

. . . ⊥

o

{t10000 }¬o

(a) Countdown-timer game,
UNSAFEL = {⊥}.

0 1 2 3 4 … 7
l1 ∅ ∅ {1} {1} {1}, [3, 997] … {1}, [3, 997], {999}
l2 ∅ {0} {0} {0}, {2} {0}, {2} … {0}, [2, 998], {1000}

(b) Sets during approximate attractor computation.

Figure 2: Example demonstrating the effect of approximation of timer valuations.
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⊥ has a non-empty time-out set, {t10000 }. Since the timer t10000 has duration 1000,
computing AttrE symb for the locations l1 and l2 precisely would require 1000
iterations. Employing over-approximation with threshold k = 3, on the other
hand, reaches a fixed point in 7 iterations, as shown in Fig. 2b. This is helpful in
cases like the one in the game in Fig. 2a, where the choice of transition in location
l0 is controlled by the system (via the output o). Here, the overapproximation
allows the solving algorithm to quickly determine that the choice of transition
to l1 is loosing, while the system can win via the alternative transition.

Symbolic Representation using Boxes As a symbolic domain we chose
an interval representation augmented with partial orders over timers Rep :=

2PartialOrder(T )×2Rec where Rec := { i ∈ (T → N × N) | ∀t ∈ T , (a, b) = i(t).0 ≤
a ≤ b ≤ d(t)} are the intervals in the form of a hyper-cube. Intuitively, we have a
set of partial-orders and for each of them we have a set of hyper-cubes. Formally:

JRK :=
⋃

(p,C)∈R

(
{v ∈ V | ∀(t1 ∼ t2) ∈ p : v(t1) ∼ v(t2)} ∩

⋃
r∈C

λt.[r(t)1, r(t)2]

)

where r(t)i is the i-th projection of r(t). It remains to define the necessary op-
erations: inc, effReset , effTO , and remap are mostly straightforward according
to their definition, as they can be performed by modifying and inspecting all
intervals individually or just reordering timers. Additionally, effReset uses the
partial order to derive bounds on timers that are in relation with a timer that
is reset. effTO refines the partial order, since on time-out T , all timers in T are
smaller than T \T . Also the approximations can be performed point-wise on the
intervals, as an approximate interval is again an interval.

We chose this domain since it is simple, and, at the same time, due to the use
of partial orders, well suited for the type of problem we are solving. Our solving
algorithm is generic and can accommodate other, more sophisticated domains.

6 Evaluation

We implemented1 and evaluated our approach. We compare our prototype im-
plementation to ebr-ltl-synth introduced in [9] which performs synthesis for
LTLEBR. We also compare to the state-of-the-art LTL synthesis tool strix ver-
sion 21.0.0 [19, 22]. In the following, we present the benchmarks we used, the
experiments, and the results. We ran all experiments on an Intel Core i7-1165G7
processor with 16GB RAM and a single core available. All times are wall-clock
times. A detailed description of the benchmarks is given in the full version [13].
Bounded Response Benchmarks In our first set of experiments we evaluate the
tools on LTLEBR formulas from [9], and on 23 SYNTCOMP 2021 benchmarks2

that fall into LTLEBR and are used for a similar comparison in [9]. Figure 3 and
1 Available at: https://github.com/phheim/lisynt
2 https://github.com/SYNTCOMP/benchmarks

https://github.com/phheim/lisynt
https://github.com/SYNTCOMP/benchmarks
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Figure 4: Execution times in milliseconds on
the LTLEBR SYNTCOMP benchmarks.

Figure 4 show the runtimes with a time-out of one minute, respectively. Unfortu-
nately, for roughly half of the benchmarks from [9] strix did not accept the input
formula for being too long, since the bounded operators must be expanded explic-
itly upon input. We therefore left strix out for this comparison. Figure 3 shows
that on the benchmarks from [9] both our implementation and ebr-ltl-synth
have roughly the same runtime, ignoring different startup times. Figure 4 shows
that on the selected SYNTCOMP benchmarks all three tools are comparable.

These experiments evaluate our implementation on relevant benchmarks that
are partially not designed in the spirit of the problem that our approach targets.
The results show that our implementation is comparable to existing tools.
Adaption of Real-Time Benchmarks In our second set of experiments, we took
MTL synthesis problems from [14] and adapted them to SafeLTLB formulas. The

Name |L| |T | τGen k Win. τΣ τstrix
Clean(1) 8 2 0.01 1 S 0.01 3.56
Clean(2) 16 3 0.02 1 S 0.03 7.99
Clean(3) 41 4 0.06 8 S 0.33 21.4
Clean(4) 123 5 0.22 8 S 1.45 97.3
CleanC(1) 10 4 0.03 1 S 0.05 189
CleanC(2) 22 5 0.08 16 S 617 TO
CleanC(3) 61 6 0.32 - - TO TO
CleanC(4) 205 7 1.30 - - TO TO
Coffee(1) 14 4 0.03 1 S 0.04 TO
Coffee(2) 44 5 0.12 2 S 0.33 TO
Coffee(3) 175 6 0.55 2 S 3.53 TO
Coffee(4) 418 7 1.34 2 S 10.2 TO
conv-belt 9 3 0.01 1 S 0.02 F
robo-cam 22 5 0.04 1 S 0.19 F
rail(2,2) 647 6 2.60 1 S 3.93 TO
rail(2,4) 647 6 2.58 1 S 4.05 TO
rail(2,8) 647 6 2.62 1 S 3.97 TO
rail(4,4) 647 7 2.67 1 S 4.10 TO

Name |L| |T | τGen k Win. τΣ τstrix
CleanH(1) 3 2 0.02 512 E 0.07 1.61
CleanH(2) 3 2 0.02 512 E 0.07 2.63
CleanH(3) 3 2 0.02 512 E 0.07 4.99
CleanH(4) 3 2 0.02 512 E 0.07 5.64
CleanN (1) 23 4 0.07 1 S 0.12 TO
CleanN (2) 32 4 0.10 1 S 0.27 TO
CleanN (3) 48 4 0.15 8 S 7.47 TO
CleanN (4) 75 4 0.26 8 S 13.7 TO
CoffeeC(1) 46 6 0.16 1 S 0.88 F
CoffeeC(2) 151 7 0.59 1 S 5.51 F
CoffeeC(3) 613 8 2.73 1 S 62.9 F
CoffeeC(4) 1634 9 6.82 1 S 191 F
rail(4,8) 647 7 2.53 1 S 3.96 TO
rail(8,8) 647 7 2.60 1 S 4.03 TO
rail(1,1,1) 3111 7 27.8 - - TO TO
rail(2,1,1) 9179 9 89.1 1 S 220 TO
rail(2,2,2) 9179 9 93.7 1 S 225 TO

Table 1: Results on the office-robot and adapted real-time benchmarks. |L| and
|T | are the numbers of locations and timers in the generated countdown-timer
game. τGen is the runtime of the game generation in seconds. k is the approxima-
tion threshold on which the solving terminated. Win. shows whether the system
(S) or the environment (E) wins. τΣ is the total runtime including the game gen-
eration and solving, where TO means a time-out after 15 minutes. τstrix is the
runtime of strix. For some benchmarks strix rejects the input for being too
long (F) which is due to expanding the bounded operators when using strix.
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benchmarks include a conveyor belt (conv-belt), a robot camera (robo-cam), and
several parametrized instances of a multiple railroad-crossings controller (rail).
We discretized the real-time bounds. The benchmarks use up to 19 propositions
and 16 bounded operators, and bounds between 60 and 4000. Detailed results
can be found in Table 1. ebr-ltl-synth was not applicable to these benchmarks
as we had to use assumptions (which cannot be captured by the specifications
in the LTLEBR fragment) to model the timed environment.

These experiments show that SafeLTLB can express interesting requirements
from the real-time domain by appropriate discretization. We did not compare
directly to the tool in [14], as the underlying modeling formalism is different,
and hence we adapted the benchmarks. However, a superficial comparison of our
results to those in [14] shows that our tool compares well (and is in some cases
better). Furthermore, on these benchmarks our tool clearly outperforms strix.
Office Robot Benchmarks Our last set of experiments considers benchmarks we
created ourselves. They consists of a number of specifications describing tasks for
a robot in an office building with four rooms. The benchmarks are parametrized
by the number of rooms that have to be serviced. They use up to 11 propositions
and 14 bounded temporal operators, and bounds between 10 and 21600. Detailed
results can be found in Table 1. ebr-ltl-synth was either not applicable due
to use of assumptions (4 benchmarks) or timed out (25 benchmarks).

The results show that SafeLTLB can express meaningful synthesis tasks, and
that our approach is viable for solving them. Furthermore, they show that our
method indeed fulfills its purpose: for specifications requiring large bounds in the
temporal operators our method clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art tools.
Overall Analysis Table 1 shows that the countdown-timer game generation is very
efficient compared to the solving. As we expect to be able to improve the solving
by more sophisticated symbolic techniques, we expect the countdown-timer game
based approach to be viable for even more complex properties. In most cases the
solver terminated with a low approximation threshold, which shows the useful-
ness of approximation. In our experience, without approximation solving the
benchmarks with large bounds becomes infeasible with our current technique.

7 Conclusion

We presented a new synthesis approach for specifications expressed in an exten-
sion of Safety LTL with bounded temporal operators. A distinguishing feature
of our method is that it is specifically targeted at efficiently solving the synthesis
problem for specifications with bounded temporal operators, in particular those
with large bounds. Our evaluation results show that our technique performs very
well on a range of benchmarks featuring such timing requirements. The key to
this success is a novel translation to a safety game with symbolically represented
bounds, whose efficiency is due to the use of effective pruning techniques. We
observe that our method for solving the generated game is viable, as shown by
the evaluation. However, it has potential for further improvement by employing
more performant symbolic representations and abstraction techniques.
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Data-Availability Statement

The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study are
available in the Zenodo repository,
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7505914.
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